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Age Level: 9 - 12 | Grade Level: 4th and upMy name is Chase Cooper, and I'm a 6th grade ninja.

It's my first day at a different school and the only person I know is my cousin, Zoe (but she might be

a little too cool for me). I was just another scrawny kid until a group of ninjas recruited me into their

clan. It was a world of trouble I wasn't prepared for, which is why I kept this diary (or "chronicle" as

my dad would call it) - to warn other kids about the dangers of becoming a ninja. They say history is

destined to repeat itself... well, not if I can help it.Diary of a 6th Grade Ninja is a hilarious adventure

for children ages 9-12.
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My son who is ten years old enjoyed the book. As a parent too I was happy that it was a realistic

story and exposes some of the bullying threats that may happen in a school in not the typical

simplistic way but with all the complexities of life and friendship - and then it had a good ending

where the characters made the right choices...it also deals with the theme of being a new kid in an

unfamiliar school. The ninja element of course created all the excitement, and I liked the little bit of

fantasy feel that the book has. I read this book to my two kids at bedtime, and I did skip over one or

two rather gross fighting and blood descriptions...that was a little too violent for me. I will give the

next book a try though...hard to find good books that interest boys. They just don't like the fairy

stuff...

Bought this as one of the first e-books on new Kindle Fire for my 7-year-old. I was worried at first

that it would be too advanced for him. He struggled on a few of the words, but the book was so



funny, he had even my 11-year-old laughing. We will have to get the rest of the series when he

finishes reading this one.

I am reading this book to my primary school class of 9 & 10 year students. They love the story,

because it is humorous and is particularly appealing to this age group. There is also the moral of

honesty running through as another theme which is excellent for class discussions.We are all keen

to read the next book in the series.

My 8 year-old son loved this book; finishing it in one day. His response when I asked if he liked it: It

was awesome; can I get part 2?!

This was a very engaging book, an excellent read for people of all ages since the storyline is

completely relatable to our everyday lives, especially for the young readers that are starting middle

school. It was fun, adventurous, and amusing.

While reading this book, every ten minutes or so, I could hear my ten year old son say, "What in

the...?"And I would say, "What?" and he'd say nothing. "What?" I'd ask again. Silence.Whatever

was going on in this book was far more interesting than whatever was going on in the rest of the

world, including me.He loved it.Some other similar books I can recommend are:Captain Underpants

(the whole series is excellent!)Sweet Farts #1

Great book. Hilarious. Recommend to anyone!! I just really love it.That's enough said. Love this

book! Great for kids!

My 8 year old loves this book and it is a book he goes to over and over. Fun read!
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